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Abstract In the face of serious infectious diseases, governments endeavour to im-
plement containment measures such as public vaccination at a macroscopic level.
Meanwhile, individuals tend to protect themselves by avoiding contacts with in-
fections at a microscopic level. However, a comprehensive understanding of how
such combined strategy influences epidemic dynamics is still lacking. We study a
susceptible-infected-susceptible epidemic model with imperfect vaccination on dy-
namic contact networks, where the macroscopic intervention is represented by ran-
dom vaccination of the population and the microscopic protection is characterised by
susceptible individuals rewiring contacts from infective neighbours. In particular, the
model is formulated both in populations without and then with demographic effects
(births, deaths, and migration). Using the pairwise approximation and the probabil-
ity generating function approach, we investigate both dynamics of the epidemic and
the underlying network. For populations without demography, the emerging degree
correlations, bistable states, and oscillations demonstrate the combined effects of the
public vaccination program and individual protective behavior. Compared to either
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strategy in isolation, the combination of public vaccination and individual protection
is more effective in preventing and controlling the spread of infectious diseases by
increasing both the invasion threshold and the persistence threshold. For populations
with additional demographic factors, we investigate temporal evolution of infected
individuals and infectious contacts, as well as degree distributions of nodes in each
class. It is found that the disease spreads faster but is more restricted in scale-free
networks than in the Erdo¨s-Re´nyi ones. The integration between vaccination inter-
vention and individual rewiring may promote epidemic spreading due to the birth ef-
fect. Moreover, the degree distributions of both networks in the steady state is closely
related to the degree distribution of newborns, which leads to uncorrelated connec-
tivity. All the results demonstrate the importance of both local protection and global
intervention, as well as the demographic effects. Our work thus offers a more com-
prehensive description of disease containment.
Keywords Infectious diseases · Dynamic networks · Random vaccination · Contact
rewiring
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000) 92D30 (epidemiology) · 05C82 (small
world graphs, complex networks) · 34C60 (qualitative investigation and simulation
of models) · 90B15 (network models, stochastic)
1 Introduction
Since complex network models (Newman 2010) were applied to mathematical epi-
demiology (Keeling and Rohani 2007) — in such a way that the host population
is modelled as a contact network where nodes represent individuals and links stand
for contacts among them — the topological structure of the underlying network has
shown a strong impact on the spread of infectious diseases (Lloyd and May 2001;
Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001a; Meyers et al. 2003; Keeling and Eames 2005;
Barrat et al. 2007; Meloni et al. 2009; Durrett 2010). For instance, based on mean-
field approximations, Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani (2001b) suggested that there is
no typical epidemic threshold in a scale-free (SF) network which follows a power-law
degree distribution P (k) ∝ k−γ with the power exponent 2 < γ ≤ 3 in the thermo-
dynamic limit. Otherwise, there is a positive critical value λc of the transmission
rate λ only for γ > 3. It is worth remarking that in a more mathematically rigorous
analysis, Chatterjee and Durrett (2009) proved that the critical value λc is also zero
for contact processes on random networks with power-law degree distributions for
any power exponent γ > 3. In other words, the infection can pervade the whole SF
network provided the transmission rate is nonzero.
Over the past decades, considerable progress has been made in the study of epi-
demic models on static networks, where the network topology remains fixed dur-
ing the process of disease transmission. Many topological features of the network,
such as the heterogeneity (Eames and Keeling 2002; Volz 2008), degree correlation
(Bogun˜a´ et al. 2003; Moreno et al. 2003) and clustering (Miller 2009; Volz et al.
2011), were explicitly addressed, yet most studies ignore the impact of human be-
havior (in response to infection) on the disease (Ferguson 2007; Funk et al. 2009;
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Meloni et al. 2011; Poletti et al. 2012). Such effect is likely to be especially acute
when modifications to human behavior causes changes in the structure of the un-
derlying contact network (Gross et al. 2006; Shaw and Schwartz 2008; Zanette and
Risau-Gusman 2008; Segbroeck et al. 2010). Most recently, it has been demonstrated
that a better understanding of the interplay between human behavior and epidemic
dynamics would help design effective intervention strategies such as vaccination and
social distancing policies, and improve the cost effectiveness of disease control (Funk
et al. 2010; Fenichel et al. 2011). It is therefore of great significance to incorporate
human behavior in the study of network epidemiology (Perra et al. 2011; Durham
and Casman 2012; Wu et al. 2012; Bu et al. 2013; Xia and Liu 2014; Wang et al.
2015). In general, there are two scenarios of human behavior to be considered in the
face of a contagious disease. First, at the macroscopic level authorities enact public
containment programs such as quarantine or vaccination; second, at the microscopic
level individuals adopt self-protective measures against the disease based on their
perceived risk of infection (Funk et al. 2010; Durham and Casman 2012; Mao 2011).
Vaccination is one of the most effective public policies for preventing the trans-
mission of infectious diseases (Bauch et al. 2003; Althouse et al. 2010), and to date
there has been a wealth of studies on various vaccination strategies for epidemic mod-
els in complex networks (Takeuchi and Yamamoto 2006; Shaban et al. 2008; Rush-
more et al. 2014), indicating powerful effects of vaccination on the inhibition of dis-
ease transmission, even though some vaccines provide temporary immunity and only
reach part of the population. For instance, targeted vaccination towards high-degree
nodes is widely known to have a much higher effectiveness than random vaccination
— either in SF networks (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2002) or in small-world
networks (Zanette and Kuperman 2002). However, targeting the highest-degree nodes
requires full knowledge of the degree of each node in the network. To overcome this
shortcoming, an alternative vaccination strategy based on local information has been
proposed (Cohen et al. 2003). Under this strategy vaccination is implemented on a
random acquaintance of a randomly chosen node. Again, this acquaintance vaccina-
tion proves to be more effective than random vaccination since it prefers to target
high-degree nodes (this is a consequence of the so-called friendship paradox — on
average neighbours of a random node have more neighbours than the node itself).
On the other hand, appropriate and timely response of individuals to a spread-
ing contagion may improve the efficiency of vaccination and save medical resources.
Several studies looking at this hypothesis have been framed in network epidemic
models through the addition of a rewiring mechanism (for details, see Gross and Bla-
sius 2008; Schwartz and Shaw 2010; Juher et al. 2013 and the references therein).
A susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) epidemic model on adaptive networks was
first proposed by Gross et al. (2006), where at a given rate susceptible individuals
rewire their connections from infected neighbours to the susceptibles. The basic idea
of this adaptive network epidemiology is that individuals tend to change their habits
and social contacts to avoid infection in response to a disease threat (Schwartz and
Shaw 2010). Still further rewiring scenarios have also been considered reflecting dif-
ferent individual reactions to the infectious status of others. For example, Volz and
Meyers (2007) introduced a neighbour exchange model to account for the impacts of
the stability of social contacts on the spread of infectious diseases (Read et al. 2008).
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Alternatively, a random swapping of contact partners between susceptible-infected
and infected-infected links was studied in Kamp (2010).
Most adaptive epidemic models have largely focused on the standard SIS model
(Anderson and May 1992), where the rewiring operation isolates infective individuals
from the susceptible population in the long run, and therefore influences the epidemic
propagation. In turn, the larger the infected fraction in the population, the more likely
susceptible individuals will choose to rewire their contacts with infective neighbours.
In other words, the epidemic prevalence can affect individual behavior, while avoid-
ing contacts with infection also exerts a strong impact on epidemic dynamics. Typi-
cally, in an adaptive network model both the dynamics of and on the network form
a feedback loop (Gross and Blasius 2008), which usually involves many interesting
dynamical features such as bistability and oscillation (Marceau et al. 2010; Gross et
al. 2006; Zanette and Risau-Gusman 2008; Juher et al. 2013).
So far, little attention has been paid to the combined effects of public vaccination
and individual protection. Only recently have Shaw and Schwartz adopted a random
vaccination strategy in an adaptive SIS model to examine the interplay between indi-
vidual rewiring of social contacts and random vaccination of susceptible individuals
(Shaw and Schwartz 2010). In their model, vaccinated individuals secure complete
protection from infection unless they return to the susceptible state. That is, the vac-
cinated can not be infected directly from their infective neighbours. However, there
is clear evidence that some vaccines are not completely efficient, namely, they come
with no guarantee of perfect protection from infection (Gandon et al. 2001; Smith
2002) — rather, they confer only partial immunity and a lower transmission rate than
the unvaccinated susceptibles. Moreover, in reality, vaccines rarely cover the entire
population and only provide finite-time immunity against infection. In light of this,
Kribs-Zaleta and Velasco-Herna´ndez (2000) proposed a compartmental SIS model
with imperfect vaccination, where vaccinated individuals may contract infection di-
rectly from their infectious contacts, although at a vaccine-reduced transmission rate
(Brauer 2004). Hereafter, we refer to this as the SIV model. Most recently, this imper-
fect vaccination model has been restudied on static SF networks, revealing surprising
epidemic behavior (Peng et al. 2013). However, the role of individual behavior has
been neglected in changing the transmission routes of the disease as well as in re-
shaping the contact patterns of the underlying network.
This paper aims to provide a systematic framework that couples public vaccina-
tion and individual protection. For this purpose, we develop an adaptive SIV model by
extending the compartmental SIV model (Kribs-Zaleta and Velasco-Herna´ndez 2000)
to an adaptive network (Gross et al. 2006). The adaptive SIV model integrates contact
rewiring at the microscopic level with vaccination intervention at the macroscopic
level in response to disease propagation. In particular, we consider a population with-
out and with demographic effects, respectively, to account for two different cases as
follows: case (1)—the disease spreads through the population much faster than the
births and deaths of individuals, and case (2)—the disease spreads on a timescale
comparable to the speed of individuals’ births and deaths. This observation mainly
depends on what type of the disease is being modelled. For instance, the seasonal
influenza can be modelled well in a population without demography. Conversely, for
the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) where infection span decades, then the
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Fig. 1 (Colour online) Schematic illustration of the adaptive SIV model. The model evolves concurrently
according to the node dynamics rule (a) and the link dynamics rule (b) with adaptive rewiring of SI-links.
At each time step, susceptible nodes are infected by their infected neighbours at a transmission rate α per
SI-link and are vaccinated at a per capita rateϕ. Infected nodes recover and return to being susceptible at a
per capita rate β. Vaccinated nodes become susceptible at a per capita rate ψ and are infected at a vaccine-
reduced transmission rate δα per IV -link due to imperfect immunity. With the background demographic
changes taken into consideration, we assume that each node can give birth to a susceptible node with a
birth rate η1, and each node dies at a natural death rate η2. In addition, the infected nodes die with an
extra rate µ because of infection, namely, each infected node will die at a rate η2 + µ. In the adaptive
SIV model, we assume that only susceptible nodes are permitted to rewire connections away from their
infected neighbours at a rate ω per SI-link. In other words, with rate ω, for each SI-link, the susceptible
node breaks the link to the infected node and forms a new link to a randomly selected susceptible or
vaccinated node.
demographic impact should be taken into account (Keeling and Rohani 2007). We
establish a mathematical configuration for both cases, which allows for an in-depth
analysis of the mutual interaction between disease propagation and network evolu-
tion.
In Sect. 2 we introduce the adaptive SIV model, and construct a set of approxi-
mating deterministic equations for both a closed system and one with demography.
Section 3 contains main results and Sect. 4 concludes.
2 Adaptive SIV Model
We employ individual rewiring of contacts with infective neighbours as an individ-
ualised self-protective behavior and the vaccination scheme (reducing the rate of in-
fection) as a public intervention in reaction to an infectious disease. The nodes of the
network represent individuals in the population and links are potentially infectious
contacts among them. In the adaptive SIV model, each node may have only one of
the three possible states: susceptible (S), infected (I) and vaccinated (V ). As demon-
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strated in Fig. 1(a), the transition probabilities for node states are as follows: a sus-
ceptible node becomes infected with the transmission rate α per SI-link (where the
parameters in the model definition are listed in Table 1); an infective node recovers
Table 1 Notation used in the model definition.
Term Meaning
α transmission rate per SI-link
β recovery rate from infection
ϕ vaccination rate of susceptibles
ψ relapse rate of vaccinated individuals (i.e., each vaccinated returns to being susceptible after
an average time period of τ = 1/ψ due to temporary immunity)
1− δ effectivity of the vaccine-induced protection against infection (i.e., vaccinated individuals
can be infected at a vaccine-reduced transmission rate δα)
η1 birth rate
η2 natural death rate
µ death rate from infection
ω rewiring rate per SI-link where the susceptible node breaks away from the infected and then
establishes a connection with a randomly chosen noninfected node
back to the susceptible state with the recovery rate β; according to random vaccina-
tion strategy, a susceptible node is vaccinated at the vaccination rate ϕ; a vaccinated
node returns to the susceptible state with the resusceptibility rate ψ as the vaccine
wears off; due to imperfect immunity, the vaccinated node will be infected directly
from one of its infective neighbours with a reduced transmission rate δα, where the
parameter δ measures the inefficacy of the vaccine-induced protection against infec-
tion (δ = 0 means the vaccine is completely effective, while δ = 1 means the vaccine
is totally ineffective). With the background demography taken into consideration, we
assume that each node can give birth to a susceptible node with a birth rate η1, and
each node (irrespective of its state) dies at a natural death rate η2. In addition, the
infected nodes die with an extra rate µ because of infection. That is to say, each in-
fected node will die at a rate η2 + µ. Meanwhile, the network is rewired adaptively
during the disease propagation [see Fig. 1(b) as an illustration]. For simplicity, only
susceptible nodes are allowed to rewire their connections from infected neighbours
to randomly selected noninfected (either susceptible or vaccinated) nodes with the
rewiring rate ω. Self links and multiple links are prohibited. The adaptive SIV model
therefore consists of two processes (Fig. 1): one is the node dynamics due to the epi-
demic spreading and the birth and death process, the other is the link dynamics due
to the rewiring of SI-links of the underlying network.
In what follows, we consider two types of population system — a closed system
without demography and an open system with demography, respectively, to account
for the following two different cases: case (1) — the disease spreads sufficiently fast
that the background demographic changes are not significant, and case (2) — the epi-
demic occurs on a timescale comparable to the speed of the birth and death process.
Therefore, some fast diseases like the seasonal influenza can be well described with
the case (1) model, whereas for some slow diseases such as HIV we need to consider
the case (2) model.
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Table 2 Notation used in the model formulation and analytical approximation. The subscripts A, B and
C in this table indicate the node state, i.e., A,B,C ∈ {S, I, V }, and the lower-case character a (a ∈
{s, i, v}) denotes the fraction of nodes in state A (A ∈ {S, I, V }) correspondingly.
Term Meaning
Ak number of nodes in state A with degree k
NA =
∑
k Ak number of nodes in state A
Nk =
∑
A Ak number of nodes with degree k
N =
∑
k Nk =
∑
ANA total number of nodes in the network
a = NA/N fraction of nodes in state A, where a = s, i, v correspond-
ing to A = S, I, V , respectively
P (k) = Nk/N degree distribution of the network (i.e., probability that a
randomly selected node has a degree k)
〈k〉 =∑k kP (k) = 2E/N average degree of the network
pAk(t) = Ak/NA probability for a node in state A to have a degree k
gA(x, t) =
∑
k pAk(t)x
k probability generating function of pAk(t)
g′A(x, t) =
∂
∂x
gA(x, t) partial derivative of function gA(x, t) with respect to x
g′′A(x, t) =
∂2
∂x2
gA(x, t) second-order partial derivative of function gA(x, t) with
respect to x
〈kA〉 =
∑
k kpAk(t) = g
′
A(1, t) average degree of nodes in state A
p¯k degree distribution of newborns (i.e., probability for a node
entering the network to have k links)
g¯(x) =
∑
k p¯kx
k probability generating function of p¯k
g¯′(x) = d
dx
g¯(x) first-order derivative of function g¯(x) with respect to x
AB-link a link connecting a node in state A with a node in state B
MAB number of AB-links
MA =
∑
k kAk = g
′
A(1, t)NA number of links emanating from nodes in state A
E = (
∑
AMAA +
∑
A,BMAB)/2 total number of links in the network
PAB = MAB/E fraction of AB-links in the network
ABC-type triple a triple in which a node in stateA is connected to a node in
state B who in turn is connected to a node in state C
MABC number of ABC-type triples in the network
2.1 Case (1): Adaptive SIV model without demography
In this case, obviously the demographic turnover can be ignored by setting the demo-
graphic parameters to be zero, i.e., η1 = η2 = µ = 0. There is neither the addition of
new nodes nor the removal of old nodes, and the rewiring mechanism conserves the
total number of links among the entire network. Therefore, the numbersN (of nodes)
and E (of links) are constant during the model evolution.
Following Gross et al. (2006) and Shaw and Schwartz (2010), we also develop
a mean-field model for the system, which tracks the dynamics of both nodes and
links. The notation summarised in Table 2 allows us to obtain the following set of
differential equations for the evolution of the fractions of nodes as follows:
d
dt
s = βi+ ψv − ϕs− αE
N
PSI , (1)
d
dt
i = α
E
N
PSI + δα
E
N
PIV − βi, (2)
d
dt
v = ϕs− ψv − δαE
N
PIV . (3)
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On the right hand side (rhs) of Eq. (1), the first and second terms correspond to the
conversion of infected and vaccinated nodes into susceptible ones, respectively, while
the third term indicates the vaccination process of susceptible nodes, and the fourth
term represents the loss of susceptible nodes due to infection, which is proportional
to the number EPSI of SI-links and the transmission rate α per SI-link. On the rhs
of Eq. (2), the first and second terms consider that infection spreads along each SI-
link with rate α and along each IV -link with rate δα, respectively, while the third
term describes recovery of infected nodes at rate β. Similarly, the first term on the rhs
of Eq. (3) describes the gain of vaccinated nodes due to vaccination of susceptible
nodes, while the second and third terms describe the loss of vaccinated nodes as a
result of immunity wearing off and infection along each IV -link, respectively. The
nodal dynamics interact closely with the dynamics of links through the change of
nodal states and infection of noninfected nodes along SI- and IV -links. In addition,
rewiring of SI-links also implicitly affects the system since it alters the numbers
of SI-, SS-, and SV -links. To close the model system, we use the low-order mo-
ment closure approximation MABC ≈ MABMBC/NB (Keeling et al. 1997) with
the coefficient (〈k〉 − 1)/〈k〉 being omitted, where A,B,C ∈ {S, I, V } and MABC
represents the number of ABC-type triples in which a node in state A is connected
to a node in state B who in turn is connected to a node in state C. This leads to the
following equations for the evolution of the fractions of links:
d
dt
PSS = βPSI + ψPSV + ω
s
s+ v
PSI − 2ϕPSS − 2αE
N
PSI
s
PSS , (4)
d
dt
PSI = 2α
E
N
PSSPSI
s
+ 2βPII + (ψ + δα
E
N
PSV
v
)PIV − (α+ β + ϕ+ ω + αE
N
PSI
s
)PSI , (5)
d
dt
PSV = βPIV + 2ψPV V + 2ϕPSS + ω
v
s+ v
PSI − (αE
N
PSI
s
+ δα
E
N
PIV
v
+ ϕ+ ψ)PSV , (6)
d
dt
PII = α(1 +
E
N
PSI
s
)PSI + δα(1 +
E
N
PIV
v
)PIV − 2βPII , (7)
d
dt
PIV = α
E
N
(
PSIPSV
s
+ 2δ
PIV PV V
v
) + ϕPSI − (δα+ δαE
N
PIV
v
+ β + ψ)PIV , (8)
d
dt
PV V = ϕPSV − 2ψPV V − 2δαE
N
PIV PV V
v
, (9)
where the triple approximations in terms of the number of pairs have been absorbed
into this formulation. The first three terms on the rhs of Eq. (4) describe the gain of
SS-links as a result of recovery, loss of immunity, and rewiring, respectively, while
the last two terms correspond to the loss of SS-links due to vaccination of suscepti-
ble nodes and infection through SSI-type triples, respectively. Equations (5)–(9) are
analogous except that infection of vaccinated nodes at a reduced rate δα has been
taken into account. Since the numbers N (of nodes) and E (of links) are constant in
this model, the whole system is closed under the conservation conditions s+i+v = 1
and PSS +PSI +PSV +PII +PIV +PV V = 1. The steady states of the above ordi-
nary differential equations (1)–(9) can be tracked as a function of parameters via the
continuation software AUTO (2007), which helps investigate the dynamical effects
of rewiring and vaccination through the bifurcation analysis (see the Results section
3).
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2.2 Case (2): Adaptive SIV model with demography
In the previous section, we assume that the time scale of epidemic spread is much
faster than the time scale of population births and deaths. This is not adequate for
slow diseases which last for decades. To overcome this shortcoming, we take into
account the background demographics renewal in the adaptive SIV model, where (i)
each individual can give birth to a susceptible at a birth rate η1 and the newborn
randomly connects to k existing individuals according to a preassigned birth degree
distribution p¯k, which corresponds to the probability generating function g¯(x), and
meanwhile (ii) each individual dies from natural causes at a rate η2 and the infective
dies at an extra rate µ (possibly, one expects µ > 0 due to the disease itself —
something which is omitted from SIS/SIV models without demography). We do not
consider the possibility of either vaccination or infection being passed directly to
offspring.
The low-dimensional mean-field equations in the case (1) allows us to carry out
in-depth bifurcation analysis and predict rich dynamical features for the closed sys-
tem. However, the case (1) model is based on a homogeneous mixing assumption
and low-order moment-closure approximations, which fundamentally neglect the ef-
fects of the underlying network structure, generally resulting in inaccurate predictions
about the time evolution of the system (Marceau et al. 2010). One important network
property to be considered is the heterogeneity of the degree distribution among nodes
(Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001a,b). To make our model applicable to hetero-
geneous networks, the network nodes are assembled into subgroups Ak according to
their degree k, where Ak denotes the number of nodes in state A ∈ {S, I, V } with k
connections. With the notation listed in Table 2, one can write the evolution equations
for the numbers of susceptible, infected and vaccinated nodes with k connections Sk,
Ik, and Vk as follows:
d
dt
Sk = η1Np¯k − η2Sk − αMSI
MS
kSk − ϕSk + η1g¯′(1)(Sk−1 − Sk) + βIk + ψVk
+ωMSI
Sk−1 − Sk
NS +NV
− η2[kSk − (k + 1)Sk+1]− µMSI
MS
[kSk − (k + 1)Sk+1], (10)
d
dt
Ik = −(η2 + µ)Ik + αMSI
MS
kSk + δα
MIV
MV
kVk + η1g¯
′(1)(Ik−1 − Ik)− βIk
−ωMSI
MI
[kIk − (k + 1)Ik+1]− η2[kIk − (k + 1)Ik+1]− µ2MII
MI
[kIk − (k + 1)Ik+1], (11)
d
dt
Vk = −η2Vk + ϕSk − δαMIV
MV
kVk + η1g¯
′(1)(Vk−1 − Vk)− ψVk
+ωMSI
Vk−1 − Vk
NS +NV
− η2[kVk − (k + 1)Vk+1]− µMIV
MV
[kVk − (k + 1)Vk+1]. (12)
On the rhs of Eq. (10), the first (second) term denotes the creation (loss) of Sk due
to natural births (deaths), where η1N is the increasing rate of newborn suscepti-
bles that are of degree k with probability p¯k (according to the degree distribution
of newborns). The third term corresponds to the loss of Sk because of infection that
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is proportional to the number of connections k, the transmission rate per SI-link
α, and the probability MSI/MS for a link originating from the susceptible to point
to the infective, which is assumed to have no degree correlation with the starting
node. The fourth term represents the removal of Sk due to vaccination. The fifth term
considers a growth rate η1N of newborns, each of which on average has a number
〈k¯〉 = g¯′(1) =∑k kp¯k of links. The number Sk increases (decreases) when the sus-
ceptibles with degree k− 1 (degree k) are connected to by one of the η1Ng¯′(1) links
emanating from the newborn nodes. In addition, the probability for the newborns
to randomly link to the susceptibles with k contacts is Sk/N . Note that the estab-
lishment of connections of the newborns is simply based on the random attachment
mechanism. The sixth and seventh terms refer to the recovery process from infection
and the relapse to susceptibility for vaccinated nodes as the vaccine wears off, re-
spectively. The eighth term is attributable to the rewiring process with the rewiring
rate ω per SI-link. The number Sk increases (decreases) when the susceptibles with
degree k − 1 (degree k) is randomly rewired towards by the susceptible endpoint on
the SI-link after disconnecting from the infected endpoint. And, the probability for
the susceptible endpoint to randomly rewire to the susceptibles with degree k from
the pool of noninfected nodes is Sk/(NS +NV ). The ninth term depicts the changes
of Sk owing to contacts lost from naturally dying nodes. The number Sk increases
(decreases) when one of the k + 1 neighbours (k neighbours) of the susceptible with
degree k + 1 (degree k) dies naturally at a rate η2. The tenth term describes the
changes of Sk due to contacts lost from nodes dying from infection. The number Sk
increases (decreases) when one of the infected neighbours of the susceptibles with
degree k + 1 (degree k) dies from infection at a rate µ. There is a fraction MSI/MS
of infected nodes among the kSk neighbours of the susceptibles with degree k. Here,
we assume that the probability for a link emanating from a susceptible node to point
to an infected node is uncorrelated to the degree k of the starting node. The deriva-
tion of Eqs. (11) and (12) can be explained analogously. The evolution equations for
the numbers of susceptible (NS), infected (NI ), and vaccinated (NV ) nodes, as well
as the numbers of links emanating from susceptible (MS), infected (MI ), and vacci-
nated (MV ) nodes, can be derived according to Eqs. (10)–(12), as given in detail in
Appendix A.
To close the system and to take into account the dynamical correlations in the
infection status of connected individuals, additional equations for the evolution of
the number MAB of AB-links are required, where A,B ∈ {S, I, V }. In a similar
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manner, we obtain
d
dt
MSS = η1g¯
′(1)NS + βMSI + ψMSV + ωMSI
NS
NS +NV
− 2η2MSS − 2ϕMSS
−αMSI 2MSS
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
, (13)
d
dt
MSI = η1g¯
′(1)NI + 2βMII + ψMV I + αMSI
2MSS
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
+ δαMIV
MSV
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
−(2η2 + µ+ α+ β + ϕ+ ω)MSI − αMSIMSI
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
, (14)
d
dt
MSV = η1g¯
′(1)NV + βMIV + 2ϕMSS + 2ψMV V + ωMSI
NV
NS +NV
− (2η2 + ϕ+ ψ)MSV
−αMSIMSV
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
− δαMIV MSV
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
, (15)
d
dt
MII = αMSI + δαMIV + αMSI
MSI
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
+ δαMIV
MIV
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
− 2(η2 + µ+ β)MII , (16)
d
dt
MIV = ϕMSI + αMSI
MSV
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
+ δαMIV
2MV V
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
− (2η2 + µ+ δα+ β + ψ)MIV
−δαMIV MIV
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
, (17)
d
dt
MV V = ϕMSV − 2(η2 + ψ)MV V − δαMIV 2MV V
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
. (18)
On the rhs of Eq. (13), the first four terms describe the addition of SS-links as a
result of newborn nodes (with an average connectivity 〈k¯〉 = g¯′(1)) connecting to
old susceptible ones with probability NS/N , the recovery of the infected endpoints
on SI-links at rate β, the resusceptibility of vaccinated endpoints of SV -link due
to temporary immunity, and, the rewiring of SI-links away from the infected nodes
and towards other susceptible ones with probability ωNS/(NS +NV ), respectively;
while the last three terms correspond to the loss of SS-links due to the natural death
(at a rate 2η2) and the vaccination (at a rate 2ϕ) of one of the two endpoints of SS-
links, and the infection (at a rate α) of the intermediate susceptible node along the
SSI-type triples, respectively. The appearance of the probability generating functions
in Eq. (13) represents an improvement in the approximations of the number of triples
in terms of the number of pairs by taking into account the heterogeneity of the central
node’s degree k, rather than simply assuming a homogeneous mixing. A complete
description of this type of formulation is given in Appendix B. Explanations for the
derivation of Eqs. (14)–(18) are similar except that the infection of vaccinated nodes
at a vaccine-reduced transmission rate δα has also been considered.
Equations (13)–(18) characterise the contact behavior among individuals of dif-
ferent states and how they change in response to epidemic transmission and adaptive
rewiring of SI-links. In conjunction with the set of Eqs. (10)–(12), they govern the
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temporal evolution of both the epidemic and the underlying contact network. Our
analytic approach in Eqs. (10)–(18) improves on the usual heterogeneous mean-field
approximation by Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani (2001a,b) as we take into account
both the connectivity heterogeneity but also the dynamical correlation among the
infection states of adjacent nodes, which is generally ignored in the heterogeneous
mean-field approximation (Gleeson et al. 2012). It is worth noting that Marceau et al.
(2010) has recently proposed an improved heterogeneous moment-closure approxi-
mation, referred to as the active neighbourhood approach, to study the SIS epidemic
dynamics on adaptive networks. This active neighbourhood approach categorises all
the nodes based on the number of their susceptible and infected neighbours. In the
approximation for the number of triples, our approach only takes the central node’s
degree into consideration, but the active neighbourhood approach by Marceau et al.
(2010), by contrast, takes the starting node’s and the central node’s degrees (both
the susceptible degree and infectious degree) into account. In this regard, our ap-
proach may lose some accuracy for the approximation of number of triples. On the
basis of the active neighbourhood approach, Silk et al. (2014) used generating func-
tions with two spatial variables to investigate an adaptive voter model, providing new
insights into the connection between network science and the theory of partial differ-
ential equations. Moreover, under the formalism framework of the active neighbour-
hood approximation approach, some improved moment-closure approximations have
also been discussed for adaptive networks(Shkarayev and Shaw 2013; Demirel et al.
2014). Due to the detailed information about the total degree and the infectious degree
included in the active neighbourhood approach, the above moment-closure approxi-
mations are more accurate but is of much greater computation complexity in compar-
ison with the moment-closure approach as in Appendix B, where the approximation
of the number of triples only considers the central node’s degree. Moreover, all these
approximation approaches have assumed zero degree correlation among nodes in the
network.
3 Results
3.1 The model without demography
For the adaptive SIV model without population births and deaths, we focus on the
effects of rewiring and vaccination on both dynamics of the epidemic and the net-
work. The steady state of the system of Eqs. (1)–(9) can be tracked as a function of
parameters with the bifurcation software AUTO (2007).
3.1.1 Bifurcation structure
We first consider the bifurcation structure of the model. Figure 2 shows the bifur-
cation diagram of the infective fraction i as a function of the transmission rate α.
The analytic results from the mean-field Eqs. (1)–(9) are compared with computa-
tional simulations of the full model. In the case of no rewiring (ω = 0) [Fig. 2(a)],
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Fig. 2 (Colour online) Densities of infected nodes i as a function of the transmission rate α for different
rewiring rates: ω = 0 (a), 0.04 (b), and 0.2 (c), respectively. Black solid (dashed) lines: stable (unstable)
branches; blue (green) solid lines: lower (upper) turning point of the stable epidemic cycles; blue (green)
dashed lines: lower (upper) turning point of the unstable epidemic cycles. Dots and error bars (if larger
than the dots): simulation results. All the simulation points are obtained by averaging over 50 runs, each
of which goes through 5× 104 time steps, starting with an initial fraction 0.1% of infected seeds and all
the others susceptible. Parameters are N = 104, E = 105, β = 0.002, ϕ = 0.00008, ψ = 0.0002, and
δ = 0.0002.
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a single transcritical bifurcation occurs at the well-known epidemic threshold (An-
derson and May 1992), αc, which indicates the critical value of transmission rate
for invasion of new infections. Hereafter we refer to this threshold as the “inva-
sion threshold”. In this setting, αc = 0.00014, coincides with the critical behav-
ior αc = β(ϕ+ ψ)/(〈k〉(δϕ+ ψ)) obtained in Peng et al. (2013). If α > αc, the
disease-free (healthy) state loses stability while the endemic state becomes stable.
As a low rewiring rate ω = 0.04 is introduced [Fig. 2(b)], the epidemic threshold
grows rapidly to 0.00284. With an increment in α, a Hopf bifurcation takes place at
α = 0.00325 with the appearance of a stable epidemic cycle (Gross et al. 2006) (i.e.,
the limit cycle, which is a periodic solution), and then a region of periodic oscillations
is observed in the range of 0.00325 < α < 0.00523. In addition, two saddle-node
bifurcations occur at α = 0.00374 and α = 0.00596, respectively, between which
a clear region of bistability is established, as shown in the dark gray region I (where
a stable endemic state and a stable epidemic cycle coexist) and the medium gray re-
gion II (with two coexisting stable endemic states). As the rewiring rate ω rises to
0.2 [Fig. 2(c)], the saddle-node bifurcation on the left induces an endemic threshold,
above which an already established endemic persists. For convenience, we refer to
this threshold as the “persistence threshold”. Across the turning point of the right
saddle-node bifurcation (a little to the right), there is a cycle fold bifurcation (i.e.,
the fold bifurcation of limit cycles) at α = 0.02102, where stable and unstable epi-
demic cycles converge, and then disappear. Between the left saddle-node bifurcation
and the cycle fold bifurcation, a wider bistable region is located: in the dark gray
region I, a stable endemic state and a stable epidemic cycle coexist; in the medium
gray region II, there are two stable endemic states; and in the light gray region III,
a stable disease-free state coexists with a stable endemic state. Again, an oscillation
phenomenon is observed in the dark gray region I.
In our simulations searching for the branch points in the bistable regions in Fig. 2,
we have first examined which attractor the system goes to by the continuation soft-
ware AUTO (2007), thereby we obtained distinctive ranges of different stable branches,
and then averaged over considerable runs that appeared to be in the same basin of at-
traction. In a similar manner to Shaw and Schwartz (2008), we located the stable
endemic state branch by sweeping the transmission rate α from large to small values,
and the steady state was averaged over 50 runs, each of which goes through 5× 104
time steps, starting with an initial fraction 0.1% of infected seeds. The simulation re-
sults that dropped into the range of high stable endemic branch were regarded as the
high endemic branch point, while the simulation results that dropped into the range of
low stable endemic branch were regarded as the low endemic branch point. To locate
the stable disease-free state branch, we swept α from zero to large. We considered
the disease-free state to be stable if the disease died out in any run of simulation.
However, our method might fail to find stable states with small basins of attraction
due to the stochastic nature of computational simulations and because the disease-
free state is absorbing. Generally speaking, the simulation and the analytic results in
Fig. 2 are in good agreement, especially in the upper branches (endemic state) and
the lower branches (disease-free state). However, in the oscillatory regions where
the limit cycles coexist with a stable endemic state, there are a little discrepancies
between theory and simulations. Elsewhere it has been found that there is often dis-
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agreement between mean-field (or pairwise) approximation approaches and network
simulations about the parameter ranges for oscillations. In Fig. 2(b), while we have
observed periodic oscillations (limit cycles) in the region I, the error bars suggest
there is potential for oscillations to appear also in the region II. On the other hand,
the error bars in Fig. 2(c) are so small that it is unclear whether oscillations appear in
region I as predicted by the mean-field approximation.
By varying the vaccination rate ϕ and tracking each bifurcation curve for the
rewiring rate ω = 0.04, we obtain the two-parameter bifurcation diagram on the
(α,ϕ) plane in Fig. 3(a). In the light green, white, and yellow regions, there is only
a single attractor, which is a disease-free state in the light green (Healthy) region, an
endemic state in the white (Endemic) region, and an epidemic cycle in the yellow
region. The rest of the plane in Fig. 3(a) represents a bistable region, which is divided
into three colours in different gray levels: in the light gray region I both the disease-
free equilibrium and an endemic equilibrium are stable; in the medium gray region
II there are two stable endemic equilibria; and in the dark gray region III an endemic
equilibrium and an epidemic cycle are both stable. Oscillations can be observed both
in the yellow region and the dark gray region III since there exists a stable epidemic
cycle.
Analogously, we get in Fig. 3(b) the two-parametric bifurcation diagram for a
larger rewiring rate ω = 0.2. In the light green (Healthy) region, there is only a stable
disease-free equilibrium. Furthermore, there are three different regions of bistability:
in the light gray region I, both the disease-free and endemic states are stable; in the
medium gray region II, there are two stable endemic states; and in the dark gray re-
gion III, a stable epidemic cycle coexists with a stable endemic state. Also, oscillatory
dynamics can be observed in the dark gray region III. On the contrary, in the white
(Endemic) region, there is only one stable endemic state.
From Fig. 3, it can be found that for ϕ = 0 (i.e., without vaccination), there is a
backward bifurcation and a saddle-node bifurcation. As the vaccination rate ϕ grad-
ually increases, the model exhibits a more complicated bifurcation structure with the
occurrence of two saddle-node bifurcations, Hopf bifurcations, oscillations, and the
cycle fold bifurcation. Finally, for ϕ sufficiently large, the epidemic cycles disap-
pear and the dynamical system is characterised by a transcritical bifurcation and two
saddle-node bifurcations. Moreover, the bifurcation points of both the transcritical
and saddle-node bifurcations shift rightwards with the increase of ϕ. In other words,
the public vaccination intervention plays a crucial part in preventing and controlling
the spread of infectious diseases by increasing the invasion threshold and also the
persistence threshold for epidemics. Furthermore, in comparison with Fig. 3(a), the
disease-free region is larger in Fig. 3(b), which suggests that the larger the adaptive
rewiring rate ω is, the safer the population is from infection.
To understand the effect of individual rewiring on the epidemic dynamics in more
detail, a two-parameter bifurcation diagram on the plane of (α, ω) is plotted in Fig. 4.
In the case of no rewiring (i.e., ω = 0), there is only the transcritical bifurcation
(denoted by a solid line), which separates the healthy and endemic regions. As ω in-
creases, the system first enters a bistability region (at ω = 0.0124), i.e., the medium
gray region III (where two stable endemic states coexist), and then undergoes os-
cillatory dynamics (at ω = 0.0186) with the presence of a stable epidemic cycle
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Fig. 3 (Colour online) The two-parameter bifurcation diagram on the (α,ϕ) plane for different rewiring
rates: ω = 0.04 (a) and 0.2 (b). The yellow (in panel (a)), the white and light green regions, respectively,
represent a single attractor region, where it is an epidemic cycle in the yellow region (in panel (a)), an
endemic state in the white (Endemic) region, and a disease-free state in the light green (Healthy) region.
The remaining area represents a bistable region, which is divided into three colours in different gray levels:
in the light gray region I both the disease-free state and an endemic state are stable; in the medium gray
region II there are two stable endemic states; and in the dark gray region III an endemic state and an
epidemic cycle are both stable. Oscillations can be observed both in the yellow region (in panel (a)) and in
the dark gray region III due to the presence of a stable epidemic cycle. Purple (solid) lines: the transcritical
bifurcation points; red (dash-dotted) lines: the saddle-node bifurcation points; black (dashed) lines: the
Hopf bifurcation points; blue (dotted) lines: the cycle fold bifurcation points. Parameters are N = 104,
E = 105, β = 0.002, ψ = 0.0002, and δ = 0.0002.
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Fig. 4 (Colour online) Two-parametric bifurcation diagram on the (α, ω) plane. In the white, yellow, and
light green regions, there is only a single attractor, which is an endemic state in the white (Endemic) region,
an epidemic cycle in the yellow region, and a disease-free state in the light green (Healthy) region. The
remaining part represents a bistable region, which is divided into three colors in different gray levels: In
the light gray region I both of the disease-free and endemic states are stable; in the medium gray regions
II and III there are two stable endemic states; and in the dark gray region IV a stable endemic equilibrium
and a stable epidemic cycle coexist. The oscillatory dynamics can be observed in both the yellow and
the dark gray regions since there exists a stable epidemic cycle. The purple solid, red dash-dotted, black
dashed, and blue dotted lines, respectively, correspond to the transcritical, saddle-node, Hopf, and cycle
fold bifurcation points. Parameters are as in Fig. 2.
associated with a supercritical Hopf bifurcation (see the yellow region). As ω grows
further, the system enters another bistable region with one stable endemic state and
one stable epidemic cycle (see the dark gray region IV), where the oscillatory phe-
nomena can still be observed. For large enough ω, the whole bistable region is divided
by transcritical and Hopf bifurcations into three parts: in the light gray region I, one
stable healthy state coexists with one stable endemic state; in the medium gray region
II, two stable endemic states coexist; and in the dark gray region IV, one stable en-
demic state coexists with one stable epidemic cycle. While the increase of ω slightly
enlarges the healthy region, it greatly narrows the endemic region and widens the
bistable region. Moreover, the significant role of rewiring in hindering epidemics is
clear in the enlarged invasion threshold as well as the emergence of a persistence
threshold. According to Figs. 3 and 4, we conclude that the combination of public
vaccination and local rewiring is more effective in preventing and controlling the
spread of infectious diseases, although it does cause complicated (and interesting)
dynamical behavior to occur.
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Fig. 5 (Colour online) Degree distribution in each class of nodes for different epidemic prevalences in the
steady endemic state: a high epidemic prevalence i = 0.95 with average degrees of susceptible, infected,
and vaccinated individuals 〈kS〉 = 21, 〈kI〉 = 19, and 〈kV 〉 = 486 (a); and a low epidemic prevalence
i = 0.53 with 〈kS〉 = 15, 〈kI〉 = 12, and 〈kV 〉 = 70 (b). The black (solid), red (dashed), and blue
(dash-dotted) lines correspond to the susceptible, infected, and vaccinated individuals, respectively. The
vaccinated individuals have a very broad degree distribution, which extends beyond the domain of the
figure. Parameters are N = 104, E = 105, α = 0.006, β = 0.002, ϕ = 0.00008, ψ = 0.0002,
δ = 0.0002, and ω = 0.04.
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3.1.2 Network topology
We first examine the degree distribution in the endemic steady state. We choose pa-
rameters in the bistable region to compare the degree distributions of nodes in each
class at different endemic states. In particular, the degree distributions at a high epi-
demic prevalence i = 0.95 and a low prevalence i = 0.53 are shown in Figs. 5(a) and
5(b), respectively. The results are obtained by averaging over 3 × 104 time steps at
the steady state with 50 independent simulations for the model. As shown in Fig. 5,
the average degree of infected nodes is smaller than that of susceptible nodes and far
smaller than that of vaccinated ones — because of rewiring. In the closed population
without demographic turnover, the breaking of SI-links causes the infective nodes to
lose susceptible neighbours, while the susceptible and vaccinated nodes correspond-
ingly gain more connections. Therefore, the average degree of susceptible nodes is
larger than the average degree of infected nodes in the steady state. In this regard, the
random vaccination of the susceptibles favors higher-degree nodes in the network due
to rewiring (Shaw and Schwartz 2010), and thus is expected to be effective, as in pre-
vious studies on targeted vaccination (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2002; Zanette
and Kuperman 2002). Since the vaccine-reduced transmission rate is relatively low,
vaccinated nodes accumulate connections from rewiring, therefore they have a broad
degree distribution with a very large average degree [see 〈kV 〉 = 486 in Fig. 5(a) and
〈kV 〉 = 70 in Fig. 5(b)]. There are more SI-links (at a lower level of epidemic preva-
lence but with a higher density of susceptible nodes) in Fig. 5(b) than in Fig. 5(a),
thus adaptive rewiring has stronger effect on the average degree of infected nodes,
which in turn reduces the average degree of susceptible nodes due to the recovery
process.
It is worth remarking that the presence of the low infection and high infection
states is interesting, because the original adaptive network model by Gross et al.
(2006) just found bistability between endemic and disease-free states. In essence, the
differences between the low infection and high infection states are rooted in the dif-
ferent selections of target nodes towards which the original susceptible nodes will be
rewired. According to the rewiring mechanism in our model, after susceptible nodes
break away their connections from infected neighbours, the susceptibles establish
new connections towards randomly selected noninfected nodes, namely, either sus-
ceptible or vaccinated. Note that susceptible nodes can be infected at a much higher
rate than vaccinated nodes. If vaccinated nodes are selected as the rewiring target,
then more vaccinated nodes are able to accumulate connection from rewiring. Thus
the mean degree of vaccinated nodes are much higher and they become hub nodes in
the network. Among the neighbours of vaccinated nodes, susceptible nodes are in the
majority since they are rewired towards the vaccinated nodes. On the other hand, vac-
cinated nodes are not permitted to rewire away from infected neighbours. Once the
vaccinated nodes are infected by one of their neighbours, these hub nodes will induce
more infections, leading to a high prevalence in the steady state. On the contrary, if
more susceptible nodes are selected as the rewiring target, then the susceptible nodes
tend to form a cluster and the vaccinated nodes to some extent lose the ability of
accumulating new connections from rewiring. However, susceptible nodes are less
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likely to become hubs than vaccinated nodes. In this case, the system will end at a
low prevalence at the steady state.
Another commonly studied topological property of networks is the degree cor-
relation (or mixing pattern), which can be characterised by measuring the average
degree of the nearest neighbours of nodes with degree k (Pastor-Satorras et al. 2001),
〈knn〉 =
∑
k′
k′P (k′|k). (19)
Here, P (k′|k) is the conditional probability that a link belonging to a node with de-
gree k points to a node with degree k′. There is a positive (negative) degree correlation
if 〈knn〉 increases (decreases) with k, corresponding to the assortative (disassortative)
mixing pattern, where high-degree nodes preferentially connect to highly (sparsely)
connected ones (Newman 2002). Otherwise, the network is degree uncorrelated as
knn is independent of k. Similar to the work by Gross et al. (2006), the original
network is set to be uncorrelated where the initial configuration displays no degree
correlations. After we incorporate rewiring into the networked SIV model (Peng et
al. 2013), substantial degree correlations appear. Figure 6 shows the average degree
of the nearest neighbours 〈knn〉 of degree-k nodes as a function of k for each class of
nodes. In the case of a high prevalence i = 0.95 [Fig. 6(a)], the network shows a pos-
itive degree correlation for small degrees. On the contrary, for larger k the network is
disassortative mixing. Similarly, in the case of a low prevalence i = 0.53 [Fig. 6(b)],
the network is generally disassortative mixing as 〈knn〉 decreases with degree k and
eventually closes to 〈k〉. The appearance of the disassortative mixing pattern possibly
arises from the fact that IV -links are not allowed for rewiring and that the vaccinated
nodes continue to accumulate connections when susceptible nodes rewire towards
them, until the vaccinated nodes are infected or turn to being susceptible again. On
the other hand, the rewiring mechanism separates the infected and susceptible nodes,
and typically divides the network into an infected cluster and a susceptible cluster.
Note that the mean degrees of infected nodes and susceptible nodes are both much
smaller than the mean degree of vaccinated nodes. Therefore, the original suscepti-
ble (or infected) nodes that have relatively small degrees are connected to the new
susceptible (or infected) nodes that are transformed from vaccinated nodes with high
degrees, giving rise to a negative degree correlation.
3.2 The model with demography
The adaptive SIV model with demographic effects is expressed as a set of Eqs. (10)–
(18), which can be integrated with a standard numerical integration scheme. In this
paper, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta iteration algorithm is employed to obtain the
numerical solution of the model. The set of ordinary differential equations is of di-
mension O(kmax), where kmax is the maximal degree value among all nodes. With
Eqs. (10)–(18) and notation in Tables 1 and 2, we can explore the temporal evolution
of both the epidemic and the underlying network structure. In particular, we derive
not only the time series for the number of infectious nodes and the number of SI-links,
but also the degree distributions for each class of individuals in the steady state.
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Fig. 6 (Colour online) Mean nearest-neighbour degree 〈knn〉 as a function of any given node degree k
in each class of nodes for different epidemic prevalences in the bistable endemic states [Fig. 2(b)]: a high
epidemic prevalence i = 0.95 (a), and a low epidemic prevalence i = 0.53 (b). The black boxes, red
circles, and blue triangles represent susceptible, infected, and vaccinated nodes, respectively. Parameters
are N = 104, E = 105, α = 0.006, β = 0.002, ϕ = 0.00008, ψ = 0.0002, δ = 0.0002, and
ω = 0.04.
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We confirm the results derived from the above equations by explicitly simulat-
ing the dynamics over two different initial networks — ER (Erdo¨s and Re´nyi 1959)
and SF networks. The ER random network with a Poisson degree distribution is con-
structed by linking together each pair of nodes at a certain probability, while an un-
correlated SF random network is generated following the uncorrelated configuration
model proposed by Catanzaro et al. (2005). We start the system dynamics by ini-
tializing a small fraction  ( = 10−4 in this paper) of infectious seeds. We also
initially vaccinate a fraction  of nodes to ensure the denominator of the fraction
g′′V (1, 0)/g
′
V (1, 0) is not equal to zero at the beginning of the numerical calculation.
Hence, the initial conditions for the whole system of Eqs. (10)–(18) are given by:
NI(0) = NV (0) = N(0); NS(0) = (1− 2)N(0),
Ik(0) = Vk(0) = pk(0)N(0); Sk(0) = (1− 2pk(0))N(0),
g′S(1, 0) =
∑
k
kSk(0)
NS(0)
; g′I(1, 0) =
∑
k
kIk(0)
NI(0)
,
g′V (1, 0) =
∑
k
kVk(0)
NV (0)
; MS(0) = g
′
S(1, 0)NS ,
MI(0) = g
′
I(1, 0)NI ; MV (0) = g
′
V (1, 0)NV ,
and for a small enough  ( 1),
MSI(0) = MI(0); MSV (0) = MV (0),
MSS(0) =
MS(0)−MSI(0)−MSV (0)
2
,
MII(0) = MIV (0) = MV V (0) = 0.
Henceforth, the parameter values are set to α = 0.06, β = 0.02, ϕ = 0.0008,
ψ = 0.002, δ = 0.0002, ω = 0.01, and N = 104, unless otherwise stated. The
degree distribution of newborns is assumed to be the same as the initial network, i.e.,
p¯k = pk(0). For ER networks, we use a Poisson distribution pk(0) = e−〈k〉〈k〉k/k!,
with 〈k〉 = 3. For random SF networks, we choose a power-law distribution pk(0) =
Ck−3e−k/κc(kmin ≤ k ≤ kmax) with an exponential cutoff κc, where C is the
normalisation constant, kmin is the minimal degree and kmax is the maximal degree.
In our work we set them to be κc = 80, kmin = 2, and kmax = 30 to ensure that the
initial average degree is 〈k〉 ' 3. The procedures of the computational simulation at
each time step include transmission, rewiring, birth and death events, respectively.
3.2.1 Epidemic patterns
The temporal evolution of the number of infected nodes NI is presented in Fig. 7,
exhibiting a good agreement between the simulation results (gray dashed lines) and
the analytical solutions (black solid lines) obtained from the model equations for
different parameter values. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the time series of the num-
ber of infectives, respectively, in the ER and SF networks with 〈k〉 = 3, where the
birth and death processes are not allowed (η1 = η2 = µ = 0). Due to the rewiring
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Fig. 7 Temporal evolution of the numberNI of infected nodes for different starting networks: ER random
network [on the left column, i.e., (a), (c), and (e)] and random SF network [on the right column, i.e., (b),
(d), and (f)], with the same average degree 〈k〉 = 3. The black solid (thick) lines represent the analytical
results obtained from the Eqs. (A1), while the gray dashed (thin) lines correspond to 50 independent
computational simulations. The results are obtained for different parameter values: without birth and death,
η1 = η2 = µ = 0, α = 0.06 [see (a) and (b)]; with birth and death, η1 = η2 = µ = 0.01, α = 0.06
[see (c) and (d)]; with birth and death, η1 = 0.01335, η2 = µ = 0.01, α = 0.03 [see (e) and (f)]. The
other parameters are common: β = 0.02, ϕ = 0.0008, ψ = 0.002, δ=0.0002, ω = 0.01, and N = 104.
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mechanism, the analytical trajectory shows a very similar trend for both networks;
however, the simulation trajectories exhibit significant variability in terms of the time
required to reach the expansion phase and the epidemic prevalence. This is mainly
due to the stochastic effect of early infections. An initially infected low-degree node,
which takes much time to infect its neighbours, will delay the onset of the expansion
phase, while the initial infection of a high-degree node may lead to an explosive out-
break (Volz 2008). On the contrary, if we introduce nonzero rates of birth and death
η1 = η2 = µ = 0.01, the disease will eventually die out after an initial outbreak in
both ER and SF networks, as shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d). This happens because the
inadequate birth rate fails to offset the natural and disease-induced deaths. Again, the
trajectories of infected nodes in both networks are almost the same. Finally, Figs. 7(e)
and 7(f) show a series of independent simulations for the number of infectives at a
larger birth rate η1 = 0.01335 and a smaller transmission rate α = 0.03 in the ER and
SF networks, respectively. In this case, the analytical trajectory traverses through the
central region of the dense swarm of simulation trajectories, and the black thick lines
in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f) demonstrate that on average the epidemic prevalence in the SF
network is smaller than that in the ER network (particularly at t = 1000). The pos-
sible reason for this disparity is rooted in the heterogeneity among the node degrees.
In the SF network high-degree nodes are more likely to get infected and hence they
die more often (due to a more rapid death), which in turn leads to a greater reduction
in the average degree of the entire network and consequently results in a lower infec-
tion level. Compared with Figs. 7(a) to 7(d), the simulation trajectories in Figs. 7(e)
and 7(f) exhibit stronger variability in the epidemic prevalence. Since the birth rate is
greater than the natural death rate, the continuous input of newborn nodes will lead to
significant changes in the total network size and the connectivity pattern of the entire
network during the epidemic outbreak, and hence the epidemic prevalence.
To understand in more detail how the epidemic spreading is influenced by the
adaptive rewiring behavior of susceptible individuals and the random vaccination
process, we further investigate the temporal evolution of the number of contacts be-
tween susceptible and infected nodes, as shown in Fig. 8. For the parameter values
(ϕ = 0.0008 and ω = 0.01) given in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f), the number of SI-links,
MSI , in both ER [Fig. 8(c)] and SF [Fig. 8(d)] networks is shown to have the same
qualitative behavior as the number of infected nodes, NI . The SI-links are the major
infectious contacts since the probability δα for vaccinated individuals to be infected is
extremely limited (δ = 0.0002). In this regard, the number MSI typically determines
the numberNI . To show a clear comparison between the effects of public vaccination
and adaptive rewiring on the number of SI-links, we present the average simulation
results in Fig. 9, in which the number MSI of SI-links in the ER network increases
as the rewiring rate is raised from ω = 0.008 to ω = 0.01 with the vaccination rate
remaining the same (ϕ = 0.0008). Still, the number MSI is further enlarged as ϕ is
increased from ϕ = 0.0008 to ϕ = 0.001, with ω keeping unchanged (ω = 0.01).
This implies that as the parameters ϕ and ω are both increased from ϕ = 0.0008,
ω = 0.008 to ϕ = 0.001, ω = 0.01, the increment of the number MSI is larger
than the increment of MSI caused by increasing either ϕ or ω alone. In this regard,
we conclude that public vaccination, in conjunction with adaptive rewiring, facil-
itates disease spread. In combination with the birth and death processes, lowering
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Fig. 8 Temporal evolution of the number of SI-links in ER networks [on the left side: (a), (c), and (e)]
and SF networks [on the right side: (b), (d), and (f)], with the same average connectivity 〈k〉 = 3. The
black (thick) lines indicate the theoretical results obtained by numerical integration of the Eq. (14), and the
gray (thin) lines are the simulation results of at least 50 independent realizations. The results are obtained
by varying the vaccination rate ϕ and the rewiring rate ω [here, we choose ϕ = 0.0008, ω = 0.008 for
(a) and (b); ϕ = 0.0008, ω = 0.01 for (c) and (d); ϕ = 0.001, ω = 0.01 for (e) and (f)], while the
other parameters are the same as in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f): η1 = 0.01335, η2 = µ = 0.01, α = 0.03, β =
0.02, ψ = 0.002, δ = 0.0002, and N = 104.
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Fig. 9 (Colour online) Temporal evolution of the number of SI-links in ER networks (filled symbols)
and SF networks (empty symbols). All the symbols are the simulation results averaged over at least 50
independent realizations. The results are obtained by varying the vaccination rate ϕ and the rewiring rate
ω, as indicated in the legend. The other parameters are: η1 = 0.01335, η2 = µ = 0.01, α = 0.03, β =
0.02, ψ = 0.002, δ = 0.0002, and N = 104.
the rewiring rate causes MSI to decrease, whereas enhancing the vaccination rate
increases MSI . This case is in sharp contrast to the model without demographic pro-
cesses, in which both the rewiring and vaccination contribute to decrease MSI and
hence NI , as shown in Fig. 10. These counterintuitive results imply that in the case
of a varying population with demographic effects (births, deaths and migration), sus-
ceptible individuals’ protective behavior and the public vaccination interventions that
aim to suppress the epidemic, would make the situation even worse. These phenom-
ena can be explained as follows. Intuitively, infected nodes die at a more rapid rate
since µ > 0. When the rewiring rate is increased, the infected nodes have lower de-
gree when they die. Therefore, the average degree of the entire network is not reduced
as much by node death as it would be in the absence of rewiring. Higher mean degree
could lead to more infections. When the vaccination rate is increased, then there are
more vaccinated nodes (that are able to accumulate connections from rewiring and
thus have high degrees) serving as the hub nodes in the network. On the other hand,
the adaptive rewiring of SI-links, in conjunction with the birth and death processes,
contributes to a structural change in the network. Typically, rewiring tends to increase
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Fig. 10 (Colour online) Temporal evolution of NI (top) and MSI (bottom) in ER networks [on the left
side: (a) and (c)] and SF networks [on the right side: (b) and (d)] for the adaptive SIV model without birth
and death processes. In this case only the theoretical results are presented. The red dashed lines indicate
the results for ϕ = 0.0008 and ω = 0.008; the black solid lines for ϕ = 0.0008 and ω = 0.01; and the
blue dotted lines for ϕ = 0.001 and ω = 0.01. Other parameters are α = 0.06, β = 0.02, ψ = 0.002,
δ = 0.0002, η1 = η2 = µ = 0.
clustering — SI-links are broken and then susceptible nodes are forced to select new
neighbours from among the more limited subset of noninfected nodes (which will
be in a topologically constrained part of the network). Imagine an infected subgraph,
the susceptible nodes at the boundary are rewiring their connection to other nonin-
fected nodes elsewhere increasing clustering. Clustering (particularly with negative
correlation between degrees) means that once infection reaches these regions (and
the hub nodes in particular) one would expect worse outbreak. As a matter of fact,
infection is facilitated in reaching these regions with the addition of new nodes via
the birth and death processes (since they are connected randomly across the existing
structure). Moreover, it is shown from Fig. 9 that the number MSI in SF networks
expands faster but is more restricted than in ER networks. The possible reason for this
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Fig. 11 (Colour online) Degree distributions of nodes in each class in the stationary state at t = 1000.
The results on the left (right) column are obtained from an initial ER (SF) network, with an average degree
〈k〉 = 3. The black boxes, red circles and blue triangles stand for susceptible, infected, and vaccinated
individuals, respectively. The symbols correspond to simulation results averaged over 100 different real-
izations and the solid lines are numerical solutions obtained from Eqs. (10)–(12) and (A1). The parameters
in the panels (a) and (b) are the same as in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), while those in the panels (c) and (d) are the
same as in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f).
difference is rooted in the heterogeneity among the node degrees. In the SF network
high-degree nodes are more likely to get infected and hence they die more often (due
to a more rapid death rate), which in turn leads to a greater reduction in the average
degree of the entire network and consequently results in a lower infection level.
3.2.2 Network topology
Furthermore, our model is able to capture the topological structure of the network in
the stationary state of the epidemic. In particular, the degree distribution in each class
of nodes is shown in Fig. 11, where the black, red, and blue colours correspond to
the susceptible, infected, and vaccinated nodes, respectively. To be precise, the sym-
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Fig. 12 (Colour online) Mean nearest-neighbour degree 〈knn〉 as a function of any given degree k in each
class of nodes in the state at t = 1000. The results on the left (right) column are obtained from an initial
ER (SF) network, with an average degree 〈k〉 = 3. The empty boxes (black) “”, circles (red) “©” and
triangles (blue) “4” represent susceptible, infected and vaccinated nodes, respectively, and the crosses
(olive) “+” denote the results of the entire network. All these symbols are simulation results obtained
by averaging over 100 different realizations. The corresponding parameter values in each diagram are the
same as in each diagram of Fig. 8.
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bols represent the simulation results and the solid lines are the analytical solutions
to system equations. As shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), without the birth and death
processes, the network evolves to the same degree distribution due to the rewiring
mechanism. On the contrary, the situation is quite different with the introduction of
birth and death processes. For instance, in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d) we exhibit the degree
distribution of each class of nodes at the final time step t = 1000, for the settings in
Figs. 7(e) and 7(f), respectively. In the presence of node birth, different degree dis-
tributions of the newborns will lead to different network structures. It is clear that
the final network is narrowly distributed if nodes are born with a poisson degree dis-
tribution [Fig. 11(c)], while the network evolves to a broader degree distribution if
the newborns follow a power-law degree distribution [Fig. 11(d)]. It is worth noting
that by the mathematical model of Eqs. (10)–(18), the theoretical results of degree
distribution can be obtained not only for the model with demography, but also for
the case without demography where the birth and death rates are set to zero, as il-
lustrated in the Figs. 11(a) and 11(b). Nevertheless, under the modelling framework
of Eqs. (1)–(9) where network properties are not included, the theoretical results of
degree distribution cannot be derived.
As mentioned above, since the birth process dominates in affecting the degree
distribution of nodes, the network structure is degree uncorrelated, which is shown
in Fig. 12. Although the individual rewiring changes the local connectivity pattern
among nodes, the continuous input of the newborns that randomly link to old ones
breaks the degree correlation that emerges in the scenario without birth and death
processes (Fig. 6). Note that the average nearest-neighbour degree is close to 4,
〈knn〉 ' 4, which is larger than the average degree of the network 〈k〉, which is
around 2.9 in our simulations. This is consistent with the friendship paradox. Similar
results are observed for different parameter values among each class of nodes in both
ER and SF networks (Fig. 12). It is worth noting that although newborn nodes arrive
with mean degree 3, it will not still be the mean degree of the network due to a more
rapid death of infectives. Actually, the mean degree of the entire network is parameter
dependent.
4 Conclusions
Widespread public vaccination programmes and individual protective behavior are
two key factors of disease control. Ignoring either component will reduce the ac-
curacy of our models or, ultimately, the effectiveness of containment measures. In
this paper, we developed a mathematical framework to model the combined effects
of public vaccination intervention and individual protective behavior on epidemic
dynamics by studying an SIS model with imperfect vaccination in a dynamic con-
tact network. The model was analyzed in a closed population without demographic
turnover and a varying population with births, deaths and migration.
In the case of a closed population (without demographic effects), we focused
specifically on the combined effects of macroscopic random vaccination and micro-
scopic contact rewiring on the system dynamics by conducting a bifurcation analysis
of the model. Our analysis shows that compared with either individual strategy, the
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combination of vaccination programme and adaptive rewiring contributes to a more
effective control for the spread of infectious diseases by increasing both the invasion
threshold and the persistence threshold of the epidemic. The larger the vaccination
and rewiring rates are, the safer the population is from infectious diseases. The oc-
currence of stable epidemic cycle at a low prevalence is particularly relevant for the
seasonality of influenza epidemics (Earn et al. 2002). Moreover, the conjunction of
vaccination and rewiring has significant impacts on the topology of the underlying
contact network. Both the degree distributions and degree correlations among differ-
ent classes of nodes are characteristically distinct.
In the case of a varying population with demographic development (births, deaths
and migration), we studied the epidemic patterns and the network topology on the ba-
sis of the dynamical behavior of nodes and links at a microscopic level, using both
the probability generating function and the pairwise approximation. This modelling
approach allows us to incorporate the effects of vaccination and rewiring as well
as the demographic changes into network-based epidemiological models with arbi-
trary degree distributions. The analytical results of the temporal evolution of both
the number of infective individuals and the number of infectious contacts, as well as
the degree distribution of nodes in each class, have shown a good agreement with
extensive computational simulations. In general, diseases in SF networks spread rel-
atively faster yet end at a lower level of epidemic prevalence, as compared with the
ER networks. Ironically, the combination of contact rewiring and random vaccination
aiming to contain the epidemic would probably facilitate the disease spread. While
the network without demography evolves to an identical topology for different initial
network configurations, the network with demography develops into different struc-
tures depending on the degree distribution of the newborns. Besides, the underlying
network structure displays no degree correlation regardless of model parameters and
initial settings.
In summary, the present work manifests the significant combined effects of pub-
lic vaccination intervention and individual protective behavior on both the epidemic
dynamics and the underlying network structure. Moreover, the strikingly different re-
sults for the two cases of population assumptions indicate the strong impacts of the
demographic turnover. Thus, this research provides a more comprehensive insight
into disease containment strategies.
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Appendix A: Total number and degree of nodes in each class
Summing Eqs. (10)–(12) over all k values leads to the differential equations for the
total number of susceptibles NS , infecteds NI , and vaccinateds NV as follows:
d
dtNS =
∑
k
d
dtSk = η1N + βNI + ψNV−(η2 + ϕ)NS − αMSI ,
d
dtNI =
∑
k
d
dtIk = αMSI + δαMIV−(η2 + µ+ β)NI ,
d
dtNV =
∑
k
d
dtVK = ϕNS − (η2 + ψ)NV−δαMIV .

(A1)
As a consequence, the total network size N = NS + NI + NV varies in time such
that
d
dt
N = (η1 − η2)N − µNI , (A2)
which reflects the demographic change. Furthermore, the dynamical equations for the
total degrees of nodes in each state can be derived as:
d
dtMS =
∑
k k(
d
dtSk)
= η1g¯
′(1)(N +NS) + βMI + ψMV + ωMSI NSNS+NV
−(2η2 + ϕ)MS − µMSI − αMSIMS NS [g′S(1, t) + g′′S(1, t)],
d
dtMI =
∑
k k(
d
dtIk)
= η1g¯
′(1)NI − 2µMII − ωMSI + αMSIMS NS [g′S(1, t) + g′′S(1, t)]
+δαMIVMV NV [g
′
V (1, t) + g
′′
V (1, t)]− (2η2 + µ+ β)MI ,
d
dtMV =
∑
k k(
d
dtVk)
= η1g¯
′(1)NV + ωMSI NVNS+NV + ϕMS − (2η2 + ψ)MV
−µMIV − δαMIVMV NV [g′V (1, t) + g′′V (1, t)],

(A3)
which yield the evolution equation for the total number E of links
d
dt
E =
d
dt
∑
AMA
2
= η1g¯
′(1)N − 2η2E − µMI . (A4)
Note that g′A and g
′′
A are the first-order and the second-order derivatives of the gener-
ating function gA(x, t), respectively, with regard to variable x, where A ∈ {S, I, V }
(see also Table 2 ). In particular, one gets
g′S(1, t) =
∑
k kpSk =
∑
k
kSk
NS
,
g′V (1, t) =
∑
k kpV k =
∑
k
kVk
NV
,
g′′S(1, t) =
∑
k k(k − 1)pSk =
∑
k
k(k−1)Sk
NS
,
g′′V (1, t) =
∑
k k(k − 1)pV k =
∑
k
k(k−1)Vk
NV
.

(A5)
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Appendix B: Approximation for the number of triples
Employing the technique of generating functions used in House and Keeling (2011),
we generalise the standard moment closure approximation in Keeling et al. (1997)
for the number of triples accountable for new infections to incorporate the hetero-
geneity in the central node’s degree. For example, consider an SI-link connecting
an infective with a susceptible, the probability for the susceptible to have degree k
is kSk/(
∑
k′ k
′Sk′), and among the remaining (k − 1) neighbours, there is a frac-
tion MSI/MS of infectious individuals. Here, we assume that the probability for a
link starting from a susceptible to point to an infective is independent of the start-
ing node’s degree k. Therefore, from the mean-field perspective the average number
MISI of ISI-type triples is
MISI = MSI
∑
k
kSk∑
k′ k
′Sk′
(k − 1)MSI
MS
= MSI
MSI
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
. (B1)
Analogously, one can get the number MSSI of SSI-type triples
MSSI = MSI
∑
k
kSk∑
k′ k
′Sk′
(k − 1)2MSS
MS
= MSI
2MSS
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
, (B2)
and the number MISV of ISV -type, MSV I of SV I-type, MIV I of IV I-type, and
MIV V of IV V -type triples
MISV = MSI
MSV
MS
g′′S(1, t)
g′S(1, t)
, (B3)
MSV I = MSV
MIV
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
, (B4)
MIV I = MIV
MIV
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
, (B5)
MIV V = MIV
2MV V
MV
g′′V (1, t)
g′V (1, t)
, (B6)
where the generating functions are given in (A5).
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